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Bug Eyes 

Hook: 4 to 1/0 Gamakatzu 
Thread: 6/0 Fire Orange 
Tail: Pink Marabou 
Body: Wool yarn spun or chenille 
Eyes: Nickel plated, tungsten barbell eyes 

Tying Instructions: 

 First, secure barbell eyes on to hook near the eye, by wrapping thread back and 
forth over the center of the eyes in a figure eight motion. 

 Wrap thread, back to about half way down the hook shank and tie in marabou 
tail. 

 Tie in a clump of wool yarn tightly and pull back with fingers, add another clump 
right up against the first clump, and continue adding until you have reached the 
eye of the hook. (wrapping around the barbell eyes) 

 Trim yarn to shape of an egg. 
 Whip finish, and head cement. 
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Christmas Tree 

Hook: #4-10 
Thread: 6/0 or 8/0 Fl. Orange 
Eyes: Hour Glass Eyes, Silver 
Wing: Silver under Green Flashabou 

Tying Instructions: 

 Start by tying in the hour glass eyes securely. 
 Tie in the silver flashabou. 
 Tie in the green flashabou, should be about 2 inches long in length. Whip finish. 
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Chum Fly 

Hook: 4-1/0 Tiemco 7999 
Thread: 6/0 Fire Orange 
Body: Flat silver tinsel (optional) 
Wing: Purple marabou w/ silver flashabou out 
each side 
Over-Wing: Light blue marabou 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in flat silver tinsel at bend of hook and wrap forward about 3/4 the way up the 
hook shank. 

 Tie in purple marabou about 3/4 the way up the hook shank, marabou should 
extend well past the hook. 

 Tie in a clump of light blue marabou over the purple marabou. 
 Tie in 3 or 4 strands of silver flashabou out each side. 
 Form a nice tapered head with thread, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Chum Fly 2 

Hook: 4-1/0 Tiemco 7999 
Thread: 6/0 Fire Orange 
Body: Flat silver tinsel (optional) 
Under-Wing: Peach marabou 
Wing: White marabou w/ silver flashabou out 
each side 
Over-Wing: Peach marabou 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in flat silver tinsel at bend of hook and wrap forward about 3/4 the way up the 
hook shank. 

 Tie in peach marabou about 3/4 the way up the hook shank, marabou should 
extend well past the hook. 

 Tie in a clump of white marabou over the peach marabou 
 Tie in another clump of peach marabou over the white marabou. 
 Tie in 3 or 4 strands of silver flashabou out each side. 
 Form a nice tapered head with thread, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Coho Blue 

Hook: #2-10 
Thread: 6/0 Fl. Orange 
Body: Silver Diamond Braid 
Wing: White, Chartreuse, Blue Calf tail 

Tying Instructions: 

 Start by tying in the diamond braid and wrapping forward, leaving about 
¼ inch around the eye of the hook. 

 Tie in a small clump of white calf tail, followed by chartreuse and then blue calf 
tail. Whip finish. 
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Glo Bug 

Hook: Size 8 - 6 short shank 
Thread: 6/0 Tan 
Body: Various shades glo bug yarn 

Tying Instructions: 

 Secure thread on to hook shank. 
 Tie in a clump of glo bug yarn tightly. Causing tips to flair up. 
 Tie in another clump up against the first clump, and repeat until you reach the 

eye of the hook. 
 Whip finish and head cement. 
 Trim yarn to shape of egg. 
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Green Spruce 

Hook: 6-2 Salmon 
Thread: 6/0 Black 
Tail: Fl. Green Hackle Fibers 
Body: Fl. Green chenille 
Hackle: 2 Fl. Green saddle hackles 
Wing: 2 Fl. Green saddle hackles 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in several fl. green saddle hackle fibers at bend of hook for tail. 
 Tie in chenille and wrap forward to just before eye of hook. 
 Tie in 2 strands of saddle hackles and wrap, stroking fibers back after each wrap. 
 Tie in 2 saddle hackle fibers out top for wing, with dull sides facing in. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Harrison Special 

Hook: 6-2 Streamer 
Thread: 6/0 Hot Orange 
Tail: Rabbit Strip, should be about 1/2 length 
of body. 
Body: Mylar Wrap 
Wing: Rabbit Strip 
Note: Can be tied in orange, pink, or red.  

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in rabbit strip at bend of hook. For the tail you do not have to tie it in by the 
skin. Tie the rabbit in just after the skin, then trim. 

 Tie in mylar wrap and wrap it forward for body. 
 Tie in rabbit strip for wing. The tips should extend to the end of the tail. Since the 

wing is longer, you will need to tie the rabbit strip in by the skin. 
 Trim excess, form a nicely shaped head with thread, whip finish, and head 

cement. 
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Pearlabou 

Hook: 8 to 2 
Thread: Fire Orange 6/0 
Tail: Unraveled pearl mylar tubing from body 
Body: Small pearl mylar tubing 
Underwing: Yellow marabou 
Wing: Fluorescent green marabou 

Tying Instructions: 

 Wrap thread to bend of hook. 
 Slide a 1 1/2 inch piece of small pearl mylar tubing over eye of hook, and about 1 

cm past hook bend. 
 Secure at bend of hook with thread, and allow the last cm of mylar tubing to 

unravel to form tail. 
 Whip finish and head cement at rear. 4) Tie in thread at eye of hook, and secure 

other end of mylar tubing in place. 
 Tie in a piece of yellow marabou at eye of hook, with tips extending to end of tail. 
 Tie in green marabou over the yellow marabou. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Pink Clouser 

Hook: #1/0 - 6 
Thread: 6/0 Pink 
Wing: White Tail Buck 
Throat: Pink Buck Tail 
Eyes: Dumbbell Eyes, Painted 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in the eyes securely with figure 8 wraps. 
 Tie in a clump of white buck tail just behind the eyes. 
 In front of the eyes but on the bottom, tie in a clump of pink buck tail. 
 A few strands of flashabou will also add to this fly. Whip finish. 
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Pink Passion 

Hook: 4 - 1/0 
Thread: 6/0 Fire Orange 
Tail: Unravelled pearl mylar wrap from body 
Body: Pearl Mylar tubing 
Shoulder: Fluorescent pink chenille 
Underhackle: Pearl krystal flash 
Hackle: Fluorescent pink marabou (sparse) 

Tying Instructions: 

 Wrap thread to bend of hook. 
 Slide a 1 inch piece of mylar tubing over eye, to about 1 cm past hook bend. 
 Secure mylar tubing at bend of hook with thread, and allow tips to unravel to 

form tail. 
 Whip finish and head cement. 
 Tie in thread, this time at the eye of the hook. 
 Secure other end of mylar tubing with thread and trim excess. 
 Wrap thread back about 1/2 way down the hook shank. And tie in fluorescent 

pink chenille. 
 Wrap chenille forward, leaving enough room to tie in wing. 
 Tie in a small clump of pearl flashabou out the top, bottom, and both sides. 
 Tie in pink marabou sparsely over the pearl flashabou. Marabou should extend to 

the end of the tail. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Pink Polar Shrimp 

Hook: 6 - 2/0 
Thread: 6/0 Fire Orange 
Tail: Pink saddle hackle fibers 
Body: Pink chenille 
Hackle: Pink saddle hackle 
Wing: White calftail 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in several pink saddle hackle fibers at the bend of the hook for the tail. 
 Tie in pink chenille and wrap forward to just before eye of hook. 
 Tie in 1 pink saddle hackle by its tip, and make 3 or 4 wraps, secure with thread 

and trim. Stroke fibers back after each wrap. 
 Tie in white calftail over top as wing. Wing should extend beyond the body. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Pixies Revenge 

Hook: Mustad 36890 size 4 to 1/0 
Thread: 6/0 Fluorescent fire Orange 
Wing: White marabou, with silver flashabou 
and red krystal flash 
Hackle: Marabou fluff from the base of pink 
saddle hackle 

Tying Instructions: 

 Wrap thread along hook shank to about half a centimeter behind eye of hook. 
 Tie in 2 white marabou feathers extending back well past hook. 
 Tie in several strands of silver flashabou out both sides and on top. 
 Tie in several strands of red krystal flash on both sides and top. 
 Strip fibers from the base of saddle hackle and tie in on top, bottom and both 

sides as a collar. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Plastic Egg 

Hook: 4 - 1/0 Gamakatzu 
Thread: 6/0 Fire Orange 
Body: Pink, red, or orange plastic chenille 
Wing: White marabou 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in plastic chenille half way between eye of hook and hook bend. 
 Wrap chenille forward to eye of hook, continue to wrap over top until you have 

formed an egg. Secure with thread and trim. 
 Tie in white marabou wing over top. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Polar Shrimp 

Hook: 6 - 2/0 
Thread: 6/0 Fire Orange 
Tail: Fluorescent orange hackle fibers 
Body: Fluorescent orange chenille 
Hackle: Fluorescent orange hackle 
Wing: White calftail 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in several fluorescent orange hackle fibers at bend of hook for tail. 
 Next, tie in fluorescent orange chenille and wrap thread forward followed by 

chenille. 
 Fold one fluorescent orange saddle hackle and tie in. 
 Make 2 or 3 wraps stroking fibers back after each wrap. Secure with thread and 

trim. 
 Even up the tips of a clump of white calftail, and tie in over top as wing. Wing 

should extend past body. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Popsicle Showgirl 

Hook: 2/0-6 
Thread: 6/0 Fl. Orange 
Body: Orange Marabou w/ White Marabou 

Tying Instructions: 

 Start by tying in the marabou by the tip. Now make several wraps. Tie in another 
piece of marabou of the same color and make several more wraps. 

 Tie in another color of marabou and make about 3-4 wraps. 
 You can also add some flash to the fly at this time. Whip finish. 
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Rabbit Leech 

Hook: 8 or 6 Streamer 
Thread: 6/0 Black 
Tail: Purple rabbit strip 
Body: Purple rabbit strip rapped 
Note: Can be tied in purple, black, pink, red, 
chartreuse or green. 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in rabbit strip for tail. For the tail, tie in by the fur not by the skin. 
 Tie in another rabbit strip by the skin for the body. 
 Wrap the rabbit strip along hook shank pulling hair back as you wrap. Make sure 

each wrap of rabbit strip lays flush to the last wrap of rabbit strip. 
 Secure rabbit strip with thread, whip finish and head cement. 
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Rolled Muddler 

Hook: Size 14-6 3X Long 
Thread: 6/0 Red 
Tail: Olive Mallard flank 
Body: Medium flat silver tinsel 
Underwing: Olive Mallard flank 
Mid-wing: Pearl or Olive flashabou 
Overwing: Natural deer hair (sparse) 
Head: Spun deer hair 

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in mallard at bend of hook for tail. 
 Tie in flat tinsel, and wrap forward, overlapping slightly on each wrap. Leaving 

room for deer hair head. 
 Tie in mallard for wing, wing should reach past the body. 
 Tie in several strands of flashabou for mid-wing. 
 Spin deer hair for head. By placing a clump over the shank and making several 

tight wraps. 
 Trim deer hair to desired shape, leaving a few strands extending back. 
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Ross Special 

Hook: 6 - 1/0 
Thread: 6/0 Black 
Tail: Fluorescent green/chartreuse rabbit strip 
with green krystal flash 
Body: Chartreuse/Fluorescent green chenille 
Rib: Medium flat silver tinsel 
Wing: Medium copper wireRabbit strip (color 
to match tail) 
Legs: Green krystal flash  

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in rabbit strip at bend of hook for tail. Tie in rabbit strip by its skin, and clip to 
desired size and length. 

 Tie in krystal flash over top of rabbit strip.. 
 Tie in silver ribbing and chenille. 
 Wrap chenille forward along hook shank for body. Secure with thread and trim. 
 Wrap silver ribbing over the chenille, secure with thread and trim. 
 Tie in krystal flash out bottom and clip to desired length. 
 Tie in another rabbit strip out top for wing. Wing should extend well past body. 
 Trim, whip finish, and head cement. 
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Sockeye Bunny 

Hook: 2/0 - 6 
Thread: 6/0 Black 
Body: Chartreuse, Green Bunny 

Tying Instructions: 

 Heavily weight the fly. 
 Tie in rabbit strip material at the bend of the hook and wrap forward to the eye 

and tie off. Whip finish. 
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Sockeye Special 

Hook: 6-2 Streamer 
Thread: 6/0 Black 
Tail: Fl. Green Rabbit Strip, should be about 
1/2 length of body. 
Body: Mylar wrap 
Wing: Fl. Green Rabbit Strip  

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in rabbit strip at bend of hook. For the tail you do not have to tie it in by the 
skin. Tie the rabbit in just after the skin, then trim. 

 Tie in mylar wrap and wrap it forward for body. 
 Tie in rabbit strip for wing. The tips should extend to the end of the tail. Since the 

wing is longer, you will need to tie the rabbit strip in by the skin. 
 Trim excess, form a nicely shaped head with thread, whip finish, and head 

cement. 
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Sockeye Woolly Bugger 

Hook: 8 - 2 Streamer 
Thread: 6/0 Hot orange 
Tail: Bright green marabou 
Body: Green crystal chenille 
Hackle: Yellow/bright green saddle 

 
 
  

Tying Instructions: 

 Tie in marabou at bend of hook for tail, trim excess butts. 
 Tie in crystal chenille and 2 saddle hackles by their tips. 
 Wrap chenille forward to just before eye of hook and secure with thread and 

trim. 
 Wrap saddle hackles forward, pulling them back after each wrap. Secure with 

thread and trim. 
 Whip finish, and head cement. 

 


